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10.00–  REGISTRATION

12.00–12.30  OPENING OF THE CONFERENCE

12.30–14.00  PLENARY 1 – FROM COMMON SENSE TO EVIDENCE-BASED POLICY-MAKING AND EVIDENCE-BASED POLICING I.
Chair: BRANKO LOBNIKAR

Beyond common sense: Surveillance societies
KLÁRA KEREZSI

Reflections on policing and the 2030 agenda for sustainable development
UGLJEŠA UGI ZVEKIĆ

Evidence-based practice in policing: Why the potential for improvement is often unrealized
NICHOLAS P. LOVРИЧ, JR.

From evidence-based policy-making to evidence-based policing – A bounded rationality perspective
GORAZD MEŠKO

14.00–14.30  BREAK

14.30–16.00  PLENARY 2 – FROM COMMON SENSE TO EVIDENCE-BASED POLICY-MAKING AND EVIDENCE-BASED POLICING II.
Chair: KAJA PRISLAN

Media representations and constructions of crime, offenders and victims: Serbian case
BILJANA SIMEUNOVIĆ-PATIĆ

Police and judicial response to crime in the Russian Federation
IVAN M. KLEIMENOV

Organized crime and terrorist networks in Europe: An empirical research
VINCENZO RUGGIERO

Prevent-refer-address concept as a multi-stakeholder response to radicalisation in the Western Balkans
RAJKO KOZMELJ

16.00–16.15  BREAK
PANEL 1 – POLICE INTEGRITY IN CENTRAL AND SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE
Chair: Sanja Kutnjak Ivković

Inside and outside views of the Croatian Police
Barbara Praprović, Nikolina Nemec, Sanja Kutnjak Ivković, Irena Cajner Mraović, Kruno Borovec

The effects of training in community policing on police officers’ perception of police misconduct
Branko Lobnikar, Gorazd Meško, Kaja Prislan

Shades of blue: Exploring the code of silence in Croatia and Serbia
Marko Prpić, Sanja Kutnjak Ivković, Irena Cajner Mraović, Vladimir Božović

Does fair discipline exist: Assessments of discipline fairness by police officers from Bosnia and Herzegovina
Darko Datzer, Eldan Mujanović, Sanja Kutnjak Ivković

PANEL 2 – POLICING ISSUES
Chair: Nigel South

Drug gang activity and policing responses in an English seaside town: ‘county lines’, ‘cuckooing’ and community impacts
Jessica Jaensch, Nigel South

Leadership development in Slovenian police: Review and way forward
Džemal Durić, Robert Šumi

Current situation and perspectives of intelligence-led policing model in the Republic of Serbia
Zoran Đurđević, Slaviša Vuković

Attitudes about hate crimes toward lesbians and gay men among police officers: Case study of police forces of Canton Sarajevo
Marija Lučić-Ćatić, Dina Bajraktarević Pajević, Elmedin Muratbegović

Gender differences in perception and attributions of responsibility for unwanted Sex
Irma Kovčo Vukadin, Kristina Mikulčić

PANEL 3 – PENOLOGY – PUNISHMENT
Chair: Rok Hacin

Research utilization in the prison security policymaking process: The Macedonian experience
Marija Milenkovska
The dual nature of legitimacy in the prison environment
Rok Hacin, Chuck Fields, Gorazd Meško

Prison staff-prisoners relations in Slovenian prisons
Rok Hacin, Chuck Fields, Gorazd Meško

Determination of type and duration of sentences – Macedonian government’s arguments versus constitutional court’s decision
Katerina Krstevska Savovska

18.00–20.00  RECEPTION - HOSTED BY THE DEAN OF THE FACULTY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND SECURITY, ANDREJ SOTLAR
PANEL 4 – POLICING IN CENTRAL AND SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE

Chair: Irena Cajner Mraović

Performance measurement in the Hungarian police – The legacy of the past and the challenges of the future
Vincent Vári

Police deprivation of liberty in the criminal procedural legislation of the Republic of Serbia and the right to liberty and security of a person
Sasa Mijalković, Dragana Cvorović, Veljko Turanjanin

Police officers’ and police educators’ receptivity to concept of evidence-based policing – A comparison study
Dragana Spasić, Branislav Simonović

Police contact in relation to crime perception and fear of victimization
Irena Cajner Mraović, Ksenija Butorac, Branko Lobnikar, Mislav Stjepan Žebec

PANEL 5 – ORGANISED CRIME AND CORRUPTION

Chair: Bojan Dobovšek

Organisational integrity: An important stronghold against corruption
Jasna Fedran, Branko Ažman, Matevž Bren, Bojan Dobovšek

In sickness and health: Corruption in Croatia and the sane society challenge
Anita Dremel, Renato Matić

Criminal – legal and criminalistic aspects of the bribery in the Republic of Macedonia
Svetlana Nikoloska, Marina Malis-Sazdovska, Marija Gjosheva

“The pink panther” – A distinctive phenomenon of criminal organizations in a contemporary society
Zdravko Skakavac

Trafficking in human beings for sexual exploitation in Croatia and Serbia
Vanda Božić, Željko Nikač

11.30–12.00 BREAK
12.00–13.30  CR1  PANEL 6 – LEGAL PERSPECTIVES I.

Chair: BOJAN TIČAR

Relationship between continuity of evidence and beyond a reasonable doubt – With special focus on the criminal procedure legislation of Republic of Serbia
ALEKSANDAR R. IVANOVIĆ, BRANKO MUNIŽABA, RADOMIR MUNIŽABA

The new face of criminal law – Towards a better future?
LAURA STĂNILĂ

Effectiveness of asset recovery in Slovenia – Comparison of police officers’ and prosecutors’ opinions
KATJA REJEC LONGAR, KATJA ŠUGMAN STUBBS, BRANKO LOJNIKAR

A comparative analysis of the legal regulation of weapons in the Republic of Slovenia, the Republic of Italy, and the Republic of Croatia
MAJA MODIC, MARTIN MUŽENIĆ, BOJAN TIČAR

General data protection regulation (GDPR), the data protection police directive, and the changes to national legislation in the Republic of Slovenia
KRISTINA PAVLI, MIHA DVOJMOČ

CR2  PANEL 7 – NATIONAL SECURITY AND TERRORISM

Chair: SAŠE GERASIMOSKI

Security risks assessment and security policy in the Republic of Macedonia
SAŠE GERASIMOSKI, MARJAN NIKOLOVSKI, MARJAN GJUROVSKI

Criminological and legal aspects of Croatian ports and marinas security
JOSIP PAVLIČEK, ADRIANA VICENCA PADOVAN, MARIJA PIJACA

Fear of terrorism – An emerging research agenda in BiH
MILE ŠIKMAN, VELIBOR LALIĆ

Prosecuting foreign fighters: Challenges of judicial professional in Bosnia and Herzegovina
HARIS HALILOVIĆ, EDINA BEČIREVIĆ

Comparison counter-terrorism legislation changes in selected European countries since 2015
JAN BŘEŇ, TOMÁŠ ZEMAN

CR3  ROUNDTABLE 1 – SAFETY AND SECURITY OF CYBERSPACE USERS – CRIMINOLOGICAL, VICTIMOLOGICAL AND PREVENTATIVE ASPECTS

Chair: GORAZD MEŠKO
Participants: IGOR BERNIK, ROK HACIN, IVAN M. KLEIMENOV, BLAŽ MARKELJ, ELMEDIN MURATBEGOVIĆ, KAJA PRISLAN, SIMON VRHOVEC, VASILII A. TIRRANEN

13.30–15.00  BREAK

15.00–16.30  PANEL 8 – CRIME, CRIME ANALYSIS AND PERCEPTION OF CRIME

Chair: MUHAMED BUDIMLIĆ

Crime mapping in Bosnia and Herzegovina applied on the municipality of Stari Grad in Sarajevo
MUHAMED BUDIMLIĆ, MUAMER KAVAZOVIĆ, PREDRAG PUHARIĆ, SANDRA KOBAJICA

Contemporary methodological concepts of strategic crime assessment – Experience of the police of the Republic of Serbia
MILAN KLISARIĆ, MILORAD BEJATOVIĆ

Economic security and economic security index as a measure of economic security
SNEZHANA MOJSOSKA, NIKOLA DUJOVSKI

Perceptions of safety/security as factors in selecting a tourist destination: A comparison between Portorož (Slovenia) and Gelendzhik (Russia).
KATJA EMAN, BRANKO LOBNIKAR, ANTON PETROVSKIY, GORAZD MEŠKO

CR2 PANEL 9 – LEGAL PERSPECTIVES II.

Chair: ROK HACIN

Key aspects of the efficiency of the Slovenian judiciary – Past vs Future
MOJCA REP

Juridical standards for clinical forensic examinations of victims of violence in Europe: JUSTeU!
SOPHIE KERBACHER, MICHAEL PFEIFER, SIMONE LESKI, REINGARD RIENER-HOFER

The importance of evidence collection in procedures for criminal acts in the field of economic crime in Serbia
MILAN POČUČA, JELENA MATIJAŠEVIĆ-OBRADOVIĆ

Quality of provisions of the Russian criminal code on the liability for sexual assault
ARSENII A. BIMBINOV, ROK HACIN

19.00–22.00  45 ANNIVERSARY OF THE FACULTY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND SECURITY – HOSTED BY THE DEAN OF THE FACULTY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND SECURITY, ANDREJ SOTLAR

Location: GRAND HOTEL UNION
PANEL 10 – PRIVATE AND CORPORATE SECURITY
Chair: LÁSZLÓ CHRISTIÁN

Private security services as part of a potential intelligence community in the Republic of Slovenia
DARKO PRAŠIČEK

Policy for effective realization of corporate security
TATJANA GERGINOVA

Analysing Macedonian translations of English terms related to private security
VESNA TRAIKOVSKA, SAŠE GERASIMOSKI, SNEŽANA NIKODINOVSKA-STEFANOVSKA

A stepchild of the Hungarian law enforcement system? Function and public image of the Hungarian local government law enforcement organizations
LÁSZLÓ CHRISTIÁN, JÓZSEF BACSÁRD

PANEL 11 – SECURITY ISSUES
Chair: KAJA PRISLAN

A conflict/solution model for the Western Balkans – A working group for a development project
JANEZ JUVAN, BOJAN DOBOVŠEK, ANDREJ SOTLAR

Peacetime activities of the military as a source of threat to the environment in context of green criminology
SILVO GRČAR

Preventing radicalisation in Western Balkans: Role of police and multi-stakeholder approach
KAJA PRISLAN, ALBERT ČERNIGOJ, BRANKO LOBNIKAR

Securization of migration and migration policy in the European Union
MATIJA FRČKO, DAVOR SOLOMUN

Nuclear sector: I have nothing important on my computer, or do I?
SAMO TOMAŽIČ, BOJAN DOBOVŠEK, IGOR BERNIK

PANEL 12 – CRIME AND CRIME PREVENTION
Chair: DANIJELA FRANGEŽ

Electronic and electrical waste as transnational environmental harm and crime
ANDREJA ROŽNIK, GORAZD MEŠKO
Features of crime prevention for minor intensive offenders
Yulia Sokol

Cryptoviral extortion as a global problem of cybersecurity
Vasilii A. Tirranen

Assets-based community participation in Slovenia – Case studies and their policy implications
Boštjan Slak, Eva Bertok, Danijela Frangež

CR4  PANEL 13 – CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION
Chair: Benjamin Flander

Investigative interviewing of children in Turkey
Huseyin Batman

Interrogating suspects of crime in Slovenia
Igor Areh, Benjamin Flander

The way of handling evidence of criminal offences of computer crime
Aleksandar Ivanović

11.30–12.00  BREAK

12.00–13.30  CR1  ROUNDTABLE 2 – FROM COMMON SENSE TO EVIDENCE-BASED POLICY-MAKING AND EVIDENCE-BASED POLICING
Chair: Gorazd Meško

Participants: Nicholas P. Lovrich, Bojan Dobovšek, Rajko Kozmelj

13.30  CLOSING OF THE CONFERENCE
About the Conference

The Biennial International Conference Criminal Justice and Security in Central and Eastern Europe addresses contemporary challenges in the field of criminal justice and security by encouraging the exchange of the latest views, concepts, and research findings from criminal justice and security studies among scientist, researchers, and practitioners from all over the globe. The aim of the conference is to highlight new ideas, theories, methods, and findings in a wide range of research and applied areas relating to policing, criminology, security issues, and social control issues. Conference strives for joint collaboration of different stakeholders in developing knowledge and experience that contribute to more secure and safe societies.

Conference Background